
The Hedland Golf Club was established in 1986 and has been a
pivotal social activity in the region. Our Golf club has approximately
+200 members. Competition days are held every Saturday through
the year. The sand green course has 18 holes, licensed club house
with Friday evenings for the best Fish and Chips in town. The club
house is open 7 days a week. Carts and Clubs are available to hire.

On Tuesday 22nd August, 40 awesome volunteers from BHP C Shift,
Mooka Ore Car Repair Shop volunteered their time to support the
Hedland Golf  Club. The morning started with Zumba to get everyone
prepared for a great morning of volunteering ahead.

The large team powered through a huge amount of tasks the
organisation needed support with, these included light construction,
maintenance and repairs, washing walls in club house, litter picking,
cleaning out the buggy shed, pressure washing, cleaning the car park
and garden beds, general cleaning of the club house, tiding the kids
playground, taking rubbish to the tip, collecting balls from the driving
range and maintenance to the course and whipper snipping around
trees and under branches.

To break the day up the volunteers all participated in fun activities
such as quizzes and tug-a-war, this provided the perfect team
building opportunity and made the day extra enjoyable. It was lovely
to see the team really get involved and have a heap of fun while still
helping out a very worthwhile organisation.

Thank you to the volunteers for creating an awesome atmosphere and
for completing so much in such a short time. It was a great way to
spend a Tuesday amongst colleagues, enjoying a day off site. A
wonderful job done to everyone involved, we hope to your enjoyed
your volunteering experience.

Thank you BHP!

GOLF CLUB CLEAN UP

To view all the photos from the
day please click here. 
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"Team bonding and helping the
community"

 
"Improving the grounds for the community

to enjoy"
 

"Having a laugh with workmates outside of
work"

 
"Good positive energy"

 
"Seeing how good the area looked after

high pressure cleaning it"
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